
DOS
Definition:- The most common operating system used very widely is MS-
DOS, which stands for Disk Operating System. The basic objective of 
each operating system is to provide interface between the hardware and 
the user to communicate with each other. The program in this operating 
system allow us to communicate with the computer and its peripheral 
devices. It also helps us in memory management. To perform any task in 
this operating system, we have a command.

Features:-

1. Dos interprets command typed on the DOS prompt.

2. It has an important and an enhanced menu command that provides 
more information about the memory.

3. Its undelete command is quite useful in recovering all the deleted 
files.

4. It configures the system by defining the various configuration 
commands in CONFIG.SYS file.

5. When application and hardware devices are idle, there is a power 
facility or POWER program that conserves battery power



DOS provides two types of commands:

1. Internal commands

2. External commands

1. Internal Commands:- Internal commands are those commands which are 

present in the file command.com, when we boot our system, three files: 

COMMAND.COM, IO.SYS and MSDOS.SYS are loaded in the 

memory(RAM) of the computer. Some commonly used DOS internal 

commands are:

1.DIR  2.CLS  3.CHDIR 4.MKDIR 5.RMDIR

6.DATE 7.TIME 8.COPYCON 9.TYPE 10.Path

11.REN 12.DEL       13.PROMPT

a) CLS:- It is basically used to clear all the information from the screen 

except the system prompt and a cursor . 

Syntax: C:\> cls

b) DIR:- It is an internal command. It stands for directory listing. It is 

used to display all the files and the sub directories stored in the directory. 

Syntax: C:\>DIR[Drive][filename]/switches



Switches:

/P- Pauses after each screen full of information

/W-Uses wide list format

/O- List files in sorted order

/A- Displays files with specified attributes

Attributes:

D-Directories H-Hidden files

R-Read only. files S-System files

For Example:-C:\>dir filename.extension

It displays all the information of a specified file

C:\>dir D:

It displays the list of directories and files in drive D

c) Copy Con:- It is basically used to create a file.The file created by this 
command cannot be modified. 

Syntax:- C:\>copy con filename.extension

For Example:- C:\>copy con book

This is a book

^Z

1 file(s) copied



d) Copy:- It is an internal command. The basic purpose of this command is:

1) To copy the contents of one or more specified files to another disk 

or same disk with same or different filename.

2)To concatenate two or more files into a single file.

Syntax:- C:\>copy <source path><target path>

Switches:-

/A- Indicates an ASCII text file

/B- Indicates a binary file

/V- Verifies that a new file is written correctly

Example:- C:\>copy C:\book C:\newbook

this command copies the contents of file book to contents of file 

newbook.

e)CHDIR or CD:- It stands for change directory. This command is used to find 

out the location of the file in the directory structure. It can 

also move us from one location in the directory structure to 

another.

Syntax:- C:\>cd directory name

Example: cd.. Displays currently logged directory/subdirectory

cd\ moves to the root directory directly from the logged 

subdirectory.



e) DATE:- It is an internal command. It is used to view the system date.

Syntax:- C:\>date

Current date is MON 01-09-2011

Enter new date(mm-dd-yy)

DEL:- It is and internal command. It is used to remove a file from a disk. To 

delete a file from other drive/directory you need to specify the path.

Syntax:- C:\>del[drive:][path]filename[/P]

Switch:- /P- Prompt for confirmation before deleting each file.

Example:- C:/>del a:\sample.txt

This command deletes sample.txt from drive A

C:/>del *.*

It deletes all files of the current directory.

g) MD or MKDIR:- md is and internal command. It is used when we want to 

make a directory or a subdirectory. If the subdirectory name is preceded 

by a backslash(\) then it will be created on level below the root directory.

Syntax:- C:\>md directoryname

Example:-C;\>md book

this command creates a directory named book at the root



C:\>md\newbook

this command creates a subdirectory named newbook one level below 

the root directory.

h) PATH:- It is an internal command. This command tells the DOS to look 

for a program in the specified directories. Using this command we can 

either set a path or we can remove the path.

Syntax :- C:/>path = C:\ WINDOWS; A:\WS;

This command sets path to WINDOWS in C and WS directory at drive A. 

C:/>path

This command helps to user to know which path has been set 

C:/>path ;

This command clears search path settings .

i) PROMPT :- It is an internal command . This command is used to 

change the MS-DOS command prompt . The user can on/off the prompt 

by using this command .

Syntax :- prompt[text] , where text specifies the new command prompts .

Example :- C:/>prompt this will change the prompt off state to that 

in on  state and display C>

C>prompt $p$g this will take us back to the DOS prompts



k) RD or RMDIR:- It is an internal command. This command is used to remove a 

particular directory or subdirectory from a disk. Only an empty directory or 

subdirectory can be removed. If directory is not empty then it needs to be emptied 

first by deleting all the files from it.

Syntax:- C:\>rd directoryname

Example:- C:\>book\newbook>del*.*

firstly we remove all the files from subdirectory newbook.

C:\> book\newbook>cd

C:\>book>rd newbook

newbook subdirectory would be deleted from book directory

l) REN:- It is an internal command. This command is used to change the name of an

existing file. If specified file doesn‟t exist or name is already assigned to some other

file, DOS responds with a message” Duplicate file name or file not found.”

Syntax:- C:\>ren <old filename><new filename>

Example:- C:\>ren book mybook

This command is renaming a file book with new name mybook



m) TIME:- It is an internal command. It displays the current system‟s 

time.This command allows us to change the time also.

Syntax:-C:\>time

n) TYPE:- It is an internal command. This command is used to display 

the contents of a file.

Syntax:- C:\>type filename.extension

Example:-C:\>type book.txt

o) VER:- It is an internal command. This command is used to see the 

current version of DOS.

Syntax:- C:\>ver

MS-DOS version 6.22

p)VOL:- It is an internal command. It is used for identification 

purpose.

Syntax:- C:\>vol<drivename>



EXTERNAL COMMANDS

Instructions for external commands are disk-based. This means the file with the name 

of the command must be loaded into RAM at the moment when the command is 

given. External Commands are:

1.FORMAT

Syntax: FORMAT [d:] 

Parameters: [d:] = Drive which is to receive the format. 

Switches: 

/s Include all system files necessary to make disk "bootable" 

/b Reserve space for system files on diskette. (Formats 320k instead of 360k). 

/v Volume label of 11 characters 

Example:

To format a diskette in drive B: without system files: 

FORMAT B:

To format a diskette in drive A: with system files: 

FORMAT A: /s

Combine switches to format a boot diskette with a volume label: 

FORMAT A: /S /V



2. CHKDSK : Analyzes disk or diskette (first and only parameter) and displays disk 

and memory status report. 

Syntax: CHKDSK [d:] [/f] [/v] 

Parameters: [d:] = Drive upon which to perform the checkdisk. 

Switches: 

/f Fix. Writes lost clusters to a disk file and corrects file allocation table. 

/v Verbose. Lists all files on a disk. 

Example:

To display statistics about the diskette in drive A: 

CHKSDK A:

To display statistics about the first hard disk and fix any lost clusters: 

CHKSDK A: /f

3. DISKCOPY: Makes an exact copy of a diskette, including hidden system files if 

they are present. 

Syntax: DISKCOPY [d1:] [d2:] 

Parameters:[d1:] = Drive for source diskette, [d2:] = Drive for target  

diskette. 



4. EDIT: This command is used to modify or change the data of a file.

Syntax :  EDIT filename(s).extension/switches

Switches:

a) /B you can force the edit in monochrome mode.

b) /H displays the maximum number of lines possible for your 

system hardware. 

c) /R and /S      one can load files in read-only mode and force the use of 

short filenames respectively. [filename(s)] is used to specify 

file(s) to go edit. 

5. XCOPY: This command is used to copy files and directory trees from 

one disk to another disk. 

Syntax : <source><destination>/switches

Switches:

/A copies files with attribute set

/P prompt you before creating each destination file

/S copies directories and subdirectories except empty ones

/E copies directories and subdirectories including empty ones

/F displays full source and destination file names while copying

/L displays files that would be copied



6. LABEL: It is used to create, change, or delete the volume label of a disk.

Syntax : LABEL [drive:] [label]

Example: LABEL [volume] [label]

Here, [drive:] is for secifying the drive letter of a drive to be labelled and 

[label] specifies the label of the volume disk. [volume] is used to specify 

volume name, usually mentioned after drive letter followed by colon and 

then giving volume name required. 

7. TREE: This command is very useful to view the list of directories and 

subdirectories present on the disk in graphical form. 

Syntax: TREE [drive:path] [/F] [/A]

Switches:

/F includes the file name in each subdirectory

/A displays the subdirectory using standard ASCII characters

Example: c:\>tree C:\amit shows all the directories and subdirectories 

that are present in amit root directory



8. DELTREE: This command is used to remove a directory along with its 

contents. 

Syntax : deltree [drive:path] 

here, [drive : path] specifies the directory name to be deleted. All the 

subdirectories and files in this directory will be deleted without prompt 

and there's not getting back. So, keep caution while using this command. 

9. DOSKEY: This command is generally used to edits command lines and 

recalls commands. 

Syntax : DOSKEY [/REINSTALL] [/HISTORY] [text]

Here, /REINSTALL installs new copy of doskey , /HISTORY is used to 

display all previously given commands stored in memory And [text] 

specifies the commands you want to record. 



10. FIND: This command searches for a specific text string in a file 
or files. 

Syntax :
FIND [/V] [/C] [/N] [/I] [/OFF] "string" [[drive:][path]filename[ ...]]

String specifies the text string to find in the file 

[[drive:][path]filename(s)] specifies the file or files where the text 
string search is to be done. If a path is not specified, FIND searches 
the text typed at the prompt or piped from another command.

/OFF in the command line, it searches and finds even those files 
with offline attribute set..

This command is useful in:

• Displaying all lines not containing the specified string @ /V

• Displaying only the number count of lines containing the text string 
@ /C

• Displaying line numbers with the displayed lines @ /N



11.SORT: This command is used to arrange the data of a file in alphabetical 

order (A-Z, 0-9) or reverse alphabetical order. 

Syntax : 

SORT [/R] [[drive1:][path1]filename1] [/T [drive2:][path2]] [/O 

[drive3:][path3]filename3] 

/R in command line reverses the sort order; that is, the data of the specified file 

sorts Z to A, then 9 to 0. 

[drive1:][path1]filename1 specifies the file to be sorted. 

/T [drive2:][path2] is used in cases of data overflow in main memory and it 

specifies the path of the directory to hold the sort's working storage.

/O [drive3:][path3]filename3 specifies the file where the sorted input is to be 

stored. 



UNIX
Definition: UNIX provides a range of tools that can be combined and 

manipulated to perform such  a wide variety of jobs that users of  the 
system can very often carry out sophisticated tasks without writing  
programs in a programming language 

Features:
1. Portability: The system is written in high-level language making it 

easier to read, understand, change and, therefore move to other 
machines.  

2. Machine-independence: The System hides the machine architecture 
from the user, making it easier to write applications that can run on 
micros, minis and mainframes. 

3. Multi-User Operations: UNIX is a multi-user system designed to 
support a group of users simultaneously. The system allows for the 
sharing of processing power and peripheral resources, white at the 
same time providing excellent security features. 



3. Hierarchical File System: UNIX uses a hierarchal file structure to store 

information. This structure has the maximum flexibility in grouping 

information in a way that reflects its natural state. It allows for easy 

maintenance and efficient implementation. 

4. UNIX shell: UNIX has a simple user interface called the shell that has 

the power to provide the services that the user wants. It protects the 

user from having to know the intricate hardware details. 

5. Pipes and Filters: UNIX has facilities called Pipes and Filters which 

permit the user to create complex programs from simple programs. 

6. Utilities: UNIX has over 200 utility programs for various functions. 

New utilities can be built effortlessly by combining existing utilities. 

7. Software Development Tools: UNIX offers an excellent variety of 

tools for software development for all phases, from program editing to 

maintenance of software.



Comparison Unix & Windows:

1. Unix O.S. is an open source while windows O.S. is not .

2. Unix O.S. is more stable, more secure and does more 

with fewer resources whereas windows running multiple 

program would be unstable with regular crashes.

3. Unix is preferred over windows because of its power , 

flexibility & stability also .

4. Users are not comfortable with UNIX and need to learn 

UNIX especially. Whereas, in case of windows, the users 

with little experience of O.S. can work easily.

5. In Unix there is an in-built web mail subroutine known 

as „sendmail‟ , whereas in Windows , a separate s/w 

package is required to be purchased for email. 



6. Unix is case sensitive whereas Windows is not.

7. When items are deleted from the windows desktop , they

go into the Recycle Bin , from which you can recover them

whereas Unix offers no inherent recovery feature.

8. Both O.S can perform multitasking.

9. In Unix there is no distinction b/w files on a local hard

drive partition, CD-ROM, floppy disk. All of the files

appear in one tree under the same root. But in windows

file system can have many Hierarchies.

10. In Unix virtual memory is handled by the “Kernel” but in

windows the virtual memory is handled by an executive

service.

11. In both Operating systems , the asterisk means every

character , and a question mark means one character .



NUMBER SYSTEMS
The on and off states of the capacitors in RAM can be thought of as the values 

1 and 0, respectively. Therefore, thinking about how information is stored in 

RAM requires knowledge of the binary (base 2) number system.

The decimal number system:-

The decimal number system is a positional number system.

Example:

5 6 2 11 X 100 = 1

103 102 101 100 2 X 101 = 20

6 X 102 = 600

5 X 103 = 5000

The decimal number system is also known as base 10. 

The values of the positions are calculated by taking 10 to some power.



The Binary Number System:-

The binary number system is also known as base 2. The values of the positions are 

calculated by taking 2 to some power The binary number system is also a 

positional numbering system. Instead of using ten digits, 0 -9, the binary system 

uses only two digits, 0 and 1. 

Converting From Decimal to Binary

1.Make a list of the binary place values up to the number being converted.

2.Perform successive divisions by 2, placing the remainder of 0 or 1 in each of the 

positions from right to left.

3.Continue until the quotient is zero.

Example:

4210

25 24 23 22 21 20

32 16 8 4 2 1

101010



Hexadecimal numbers:-

0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 = ?

Humans can‟t work well with binary numbers; there are too many digits to deal 

with. Memory addresses and other data can be quite large. Therefore, we 

sometimes use the hexadecimal number system. The hexadecimal number system 

is also known as base 16. The values of the positions are calculated by taking 16 

to some power. For example:

Convert the binary number 0110101110001100 to hexadecimal

Divide into groups of 4 digits0110 1011 1000 1100

Convert each group to hex digit6 B 8 C

6B8C


